
Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by Shawn - 2009/10/08 11:15
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FOR SALE:

I apologise in advance for this & expect nothing less than utter ridicule & abuse....




2 Kites (preferably sold as a pair)
2 bags
1 pump
1 bar & lines (Powerdrive 2N1S - 08 model - works fine with both kites)
2 leashes
Full instructions

12.0 Cabrinha Omega HD
&
7.0 Cabrinha Omega HD

Both kites & bar & lines are in good condition.They are 2007 models, but I bought them brand new with all the tags &
stuff on in late 2008 - they have been used for 1 season. The bladders and valves are 100% airtight and will maintain full
pressure all day with absolutely no problem.


***There is a very small 'L' shaped tear in the 7.0, approx 0.5cm x 0.5cm. I have had it covered with a patch all this
season & it hasn't got any worse or caused any problems - not really worthy of a professional repair***


I would prefer to sell as a pair 

These are fantastic kites for beginners when used in 2:1 mode, with 100% depower easily available.
When converted to 1:1 mode (takes 2 mins, dead easy to do), are excellent for intermediate/ advanced & unhooking stuff.
I could go on about how much I love 'em - but I'm sure you're all hi-tech enough to do your own research on the internet.
However, feel free to give me a ring & discuss if you have any questions.

The combo of having both 12 & 7 will see you out kiting from 12kts to 35kts comfortably.

Â£600 for the pair!

Only selling because I found a bargain I couldn't say no too - another Cabrinha - thats how pleased I am with them.

More than happy to let you have a fly of either of them at Blackpool or W Kirby if you are seriously interested - on the
basis that you have already had lessons & know how to fly them already of course - which you can demonstrate by
rigging them yourself while I stand nearby drinking coffee

edit - I'm based in Stockport if you want to view them without driving all the way to Blackpool

Yellow ones - as seen in the Gales at Kirby on Saturday

 :-D

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by mike_m - 2009/10/08 12:35
_____________________________________
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Shawn wrote:

I apologise in advance for this & expect nothing less than utter ridicule & abuse....

on the basis that you have already had lessons & know how to fly them already OFF course 



thought I'd help ;)

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by Micky_Taker - 2009/10/08 17:14
_____________________________________

Your going to have to get a good price if you want to get some new bump'n'jump stuff.:P  Did the sight of all those out on
Saturday finally make you look back to the lightside young Shawnwalker!

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by Shawn - 2009/10/09 08:33
_____________________________________

Lol

Funny you should say that Mickey - it was indeed so windy on Saturday that in hindsight I'd have preferred to be out on
my windsurfing kit - it was a bit too much for my kite. I was also fucking freezing after the guy who i asked to do my zip up
in the changing rooms managed to rip the zip right off my wetsuit - leaving me with a gaping hole in the back all day.
Nice. I was planning on windsurfing on the lake once the tide went down, but was so cold I couldn't face it...
So I took the camera out instead & took a tonne of pics of you all on the lake - which I will be posting up just as soon as I
muster the get up n go to download em all. Watch this space.

Kite prices reduced to Â£500.00 for the pair!!!

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by stu - 2009/10/09 09:37
_____________________________________

Thats a really good price if anybody is looking at getting some gear...

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by Shawn - 2009/10/10 11:25
_____________________________________

:woohoo: Cheers Stu - yep indeed it is   

So if there's anyone out there considering getting kites - this is a full quiver for less than the price of half of 1 new kite!

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by Shawn - 2009/11/05 17:24
_____________________________________

BUMPAGE:cheer: 

Join the darkside.......... :evil:.... its the future.....
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============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by mike_m - 2009/11/05 17:58
_____________________________________

Was it you out today on the estuary Shawn (with kite)?

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by Shawn - 2009/11/06 09:02
_____________________________________

Ummm, when? Dunno - last time I kited at kirby was that ferociously windy day when i took the piccies (yellow kite). Was
also out at Lligwy a week or so ago.

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by stu - 2009/11/06 15:40
_____________________________________

That was probably me, if you were looking from the car park at WK. I was on the yellow/green kite yesterday, launching
from WK. There were a couple of lads out by red rocks but they obviously weren't as good as me... Haha! Bloody
freezing yesterday, too, and that rain was ridiculous. Never seen anything like that in this country before.

Can't believe you've still got those kites Shawn, somebody could get a really good deal there...

============================================================================

Re:Go on - you know you want to.....      ; )
Posted by mike_m - 2009/11/06 16:21
_____________________________________

Ooops sorry Stu...maybe you should buy the kites ;) 

I was looking from the estuary. The rain was nothing compared to the hail on Tuesday, glad I had a helmet on then.

============================================================================
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